
Chouchin Mini, suspension
design Ionna Vautrin
2013

Chouchin is the name of oriental paper and
bamboo lanterns, that have inspired a family of
contemporary lamps, where the fine appeal of
blown glass, the charm of colour, the magic of
light and the possibility of creating different
shaped compositions merge to create emotions
that are both familiar and unprecedented at the
same time. The “Mini” version enlarges the
project Chouchin to offer further composition and
placement possibilities. The diffuser is available
in two shapes and in two complementary colours:
orange and green. As in the larger version, the

lower rim remains white, to create a
distinguishing graphic mark when the lamp is
switched off and an incandescent luminous
border when it is on. Chouchin Mini is designed
for use alone, as a small and poetic suspended
lantern, or in rows or groups, even teamed with
the larger model, to light a table, a bar or a counter
with a concentrated down-light. The small size
underscores its personality as an accent light,
clad with unadorned elegance which makes it all
the more precious. It is also available in a version
with Led light, which is especially suited to

contract settings thanks to its energy efficiency
and long life characteristics.



Chouchin Mini, suspension
technical info

Description
Suspension lamp with direct light. The
hand-blown cased glass diffuser is plain
liquid coated with a glossy finish. Painted
metal and steel diffuser support, stainless
steel suspension cable and transparent
electrical cable. Ceiling flange with
galvanized metal bracket and matt white
batch-dyed ABS cover. Canopy
decentralisation kit – multiple canopy
available (up to 9 suspension lamps).

Materials lacquered blown glass

Colors Mini 1: orange, Mini 2: green

Brightness light
direct down light

Chouchin Mini 1 Weight
net kg: 1,00
gross kg: 1,60

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,012
n. boxes: 1

Bulbs
LED Retrofit/FLUO 1x4W GU10 PAR 16 25°

halogen 1x35W GU10 PAR 16 35°

Certifications

Energy Class

Chouchin Mini 2 Weight
net kg: 1,10
gross kg: 1,60

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,015
n. boxes: 1

Bulbs
LED Retrofit/FLUO 1x4W GU10 PAR 16 25°

halogen 1x35W GU10 PAR 16 35°

Certifications

Energy Class

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/P24121EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P24122EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P24123EN


Chouchin Mini, suspension
multiple composition

Description
A technical solution that couples function
with design harmony: The multiple ceiling
flange of Foscarini makes it possible to
create compositions up to 9 suspension
lamps to create cascades of light of high
emotional impact, particularly suitable to
enrich a stair case. The standard multiple
flange is designed to suit a large number of
suspensions from both Foscarini and Diesel
with Foscarini collections.

Materials
Lacquered metal

Colors
White

Multiple canopy Weight
net kg: 9,00
gross kg: 10,70

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,038
n. boxes: 1

 



Chouchin Mini, suspension
designer+collection

Ionna Vautrin

Born in France, Ionna Vautrin is graduated from
L'école de design Nantes Atlantique in 2002. She
worked successively for Camper in Spain, and by
the Studios of George J. Sowden in Italy and of
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec in France. At the same
time she develops its own works with differents
design companies: first time with Industreal in
Milan, then with the Tools Galerie in Paris and
since 2010 with Foscarini.

Watch the video Chouchin Mini

Go to concept site for Chouchin Mini
www.foscarini.com/chouchin mini

suspension suspension suspension

 

Chouchin Mini Collection

Foscarini spa via delle Industrie 27 – 30020 Marcon, Ve / Italy – T +39 041 5953811 F +39 041 5953820 – www.foscarini.com

http://qr.foscarini.com/P24101EN


Chouchin, suspension
design Ionna Vautrin
2011

Chouchin is a family of suspended lamps that
takes its name from traditional Japanese paper
and bamboo lanterns used as light and bright
signs outside restaurants and bars, or as lucky
charms outside homes. Their typical shape have
been reinterpreted in a pure contemporary style,
using an age-old material: blown glass that has
been painted to make it completely opaque and
glossy. The result combines a warm colouring,
textured and precious, with a luminous collar that
projects an intense, direct beam of light
downwards. The family includes three shapes,

each with its colour: orange for the large version,
grey for the small version and green for the
elongated one. The shape and shade accentuate
the individuality of each model, coloured in tones
that combine beautifully with each other when
used in multiple compositions.



Chouchin, suspension
technical info

Description
Suspension lamp with direct light. The
hand-blown cased glass diffuser is plain
liquid coated with a glossy finish. Injection
moulded transparent polycarbonate diffuser
support, stainless steel suspension cable
and transparent electrical cable. Ceiling
rose with galvanised metal bracket and
glossy white batch-dyed ABS cover. Canopy
decentralisation kit - multiple canopy
available (up to 6 suspension lamps).

Materials lacquered blown glass

Colors Chouchin 1 orange, Chouchin 2
green, Chouchin 3 grey

Brightness light
direct down light

Chouchin 1 Weight
net kg: 4,40
gross kg: 6,20

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,119
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
Halogen 1x100W E27 PAR30 30°

halogen 1x150W E27

LED Retrofit/FLUO 1x25W E27

Certifications

Energy Class

Chouchin 2 Weight
net kg: 2,90
gross kg: 4,60

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,076
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
Halogen 1x100W E27 PAR30 30°

halogen 1x150W E27

LED Retrofit/FLUO 1x25W E27

Certifications

Energy Class

Chouchin 3 Weight
net kg: 3,60
gross kg: 4,70

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,051
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
Halogen 1x100W E27 PAR30 30°

halogen 1x150W E27

LED Retrofit/FLUO 1x25W E27

Certifications

Energy Class

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/P23121EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P23122EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P23123EN


Chouchin, suspension
multiple composition

Description
A technical solution that couples function
with design harmony: The multiple ceiling
flange of Foscarini makes it possible to
create compositions up to 9 suspension
lamps to create cascades of light of high
emotional impact, particularly suitable to
enrich a stair case. The standard multiple
flange is designed to suit a large number of
suspensions from both Foscarini and Diesel
with Foscarini collections.

Materials
Lacquered metal

Colors
White

Multiple canopy Weight
net kg: 9,00
gross kg: 10,70

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,038
n. boxes: 1

 



Chouchin, suspension
designer+collection

Ionna Vautrin

Born in France, Ionna Vautrin is graduated from
L'école de design Nantes Atlantique in 2002. She
worked successively for Camper in Spain, and by
the Studios of George J. Sowden in Italy and of
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec in France. At the same
time she develops its own works with differents
design companies: first time with Industreal in
Milan, then with the Tools Galerie in Paris and
since 2010 with Foscarini.

Watch the video Chouchin

Go to concept site for Chouchin
www.foscarini.com/chouchin

suspension suspension suspension

 

Chouchin Collection

Foscarini spa via delle Industrie 27 – 30020 Marcon, Ve / Italy – T +39 041 5953811 F +39 041 5953820 – www.foscarini.com

http://qr.foscarini.com/P23101EN
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